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PROJECT 1: THEY SENT US TO INFINITY (VISUAL NOVEL)

Project Summary

● 1-hour character-driven, slice-of-life, branching narrative visual novel.

● Synopsis: As the communications officer aboard a spaceship bound for the Edge of the universe,

you are a trusted confidant for the whole crew. Do you mend the problems between your crew

or do you stir the pot?

● Writing Focus: Feel intimate and casual in the midst of a grander, big-picture mission. These are

normal people in spectacular circumstances. Choices the player makes within a conversation, or

even the choice to have a conversation, affect dialogue and options in others down the branch.

● Role: Narrative Designer, Writer, & Project Manager. Co-owned story development, wrote scripts

in Ink and formatted for Unity integration through Fungus, and wrote half of all dialogue scripts.

Full Game Link: https://jdcalvelli.itch.io/they-sent-us-to-infinity

Scene Sample: Advising Officer JV

Note: Scripts for They Sent Us To Infinity are not written in full standard screenplay format. Dialogue was

originally written in Ink and is presented in-game via Fungus as a continuous, scrolling text log as

characters converse over comms. Player focus is on reading the text rather than hearing it or seeing

characters acting within the scene.

COMMMS CONTROL CENTER - INT.

The PLAYER (1st Lt. Dover, Communications Officer) has chosen to connect
CAPTAIN BAHA (captain of the Vespira - practical and strict with a soft
heart)and OFFICER JV (Head of Engineering - chaotic jokester, protective)
on Days 1 and 2, overhearing their conversations. The player is contacted
for a private conversation with Officer JV.

PLAYER
Hey, J.V. Yeah, I got a minute. Just a minute, though.

Officer JV
Oh, again with the jokes, I see.

PLAYER
Not in the mood for jokes?

Officer JV
Not really, not right now.

PLAYER
What's going on?

Officer JV
Baha read me some of his writing.

PLAYER
No way.
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Officer JV
Way.

PLAYER
* (sappy) Was it sappy?
* (action) Was it testosterone, action-packed?

Player chose (sappy) to continue:

OFFICER JV
Yeah, it was actually! Surprising, I know, but he's always had this soft,
gooey, "I'd rather die than causally show a different side of myself"
center.

PLAYER
Was it any good?

OFFICER JV
It was…bad?

PLAYER
Oh no…

OFFICER JV
Ohhhh yes. I don't think he took it well either. I'm glad he opened up
but then he immediately shut down again. It's very frustrating and I
don't like being yanked away from my work if he's gonna be like that.

PLAYER
Did you talk to him about this yet?

OFFICER JV
No...

PLAYER
J.V., We talked about this. You were supposed to set things right.

OFFICER JV
I know, I know. But “feelings” are hard.

PLAYER
* (distance) His feelings aren't your fault. Ignore him.
* (reconcile) Maybe you "both" should open up? Like, "actually" this time?

Player chose (distance) to continue:

OFFICER JV
You're totally right. I'M right.

PLAYER
Sometimes you just need confirmation from an impartial third party.

OFFICER JV
Dover, next time he tries to call me, send him straight to switchboard
voicemail… Unless it's like, an actual emergency. JV out.

PLAYER
You got it, J.V. Over and out.
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Dialogue Sample: Ink

A sample of an alternate private conversation between the Player and Officer JV on a day in which JV

spoke to Emperor Ducksly instead of Captain Baha. Presented as seen in the Inky editor.
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PROJECT 2: TOASTED (INTERACTIVE FICTION)

Project Summary

● A 10-minute environmental mystery text adventure, solo-developed in Inform 7.

● Synopsis: You are a teen employee for the Rewind Theater. Your coworker, Liam, got a little too

high last night and misplaced a film reel for tonight’s sold-out screening of Planet Battles. The

game’s films are parodies of real ones: the observant player might notice the final code is the

original Star Wars release date. Find the reel or you're, like, totally fired.

● Writing Focus: The environment tells a story and provides clues that the player needs to

understand to unravel a mystery (of a missing film reel) with a set of exploratory game

mechanics that allow the player to complete the game by discovering the solution (find the lost

film reel and play the movie).

Full Game Link: https://worldwideblonde.itch.io/toasted

Puzzle Dependency Chart

The following puzzle solution flowchart created in Miro outlines the critical path for exploring the

environment and solving the end game puzzle.
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Gameplay Sample: Inform 7

A sample of the first steps of gameplay. Presented as seen in the Inform 7 editor.
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PROJECT 3: BUMP IN THE NIGHT (INTERACTIVE FICTION)

Project Summary

● A 10-minute interrogative text adventure, solo-developed in Inform 7. Created under the

mentorship of Clara Fernandez-Vara’s Narrative Studio at the NYU Game Center.

● Synopsis: Inspired by The Babadook, play as a young child awoken in the night by a shadowy

presence at the end of your bed: Monty the Monster. Friend or foe? Perhaps he is just as scared

as you. Try not to wake up your dad as you help eachother overcome your fear.

● Writing Focus: Speaking to the monster NPC gives the player information needed to help or

hinder the monster, as well as to understand the Player Character’s personal circumstances that

might be contributing to the monster’s presence in the first place.

Full Game Link: https://worldwideblonde.itch.io/bump-in-the-night, PW: monty

Dialogue Sample: Inform 7

The Player can ask Monty about a variety of subjects, people, and objects. Responses alter depending on

the states of their states. Presented as seen in the Inform 7 editor.
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Gameplay Sample: Lose States

Depending on certain interactions, the Player can trigger a lose state in which the PC’s father interrupts

the scene and continues to the next night. The Player has 3 nights to play successfully before a final lose

state. The following are two samples of a nightly lose state.

Example 1: Loud Noise

Example 2: Turning on Light
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PROJECT 4: NOWORRIES (MULTI-MEDIA ESCAPE ROOM)

Project Summary

● 15-minute solo, multi-media escape room experience, emphasizing environmental storytelling.

● Synopsis: The player takes on the role of a young woman as she tidies, decorates, texts her

friends, and solves a puzzle or two on a time crunch.

● Writing Focus: A solo thesis developed for the NYU Game Center MFA program, No Worries takes

associated aesthetics and mechanics of digital “cozy” games and pushes them to the point of

“uncozy”, exploring relationships and tightly wound anxieties of emerging adulthood and

intimate space.

● Role: Solo-creator, owned experience, puzzle, and narrative design. Developed a web texting

element to act as a timer and convey NPC text messages. Collaborated with designers from other

departments (audio, set design, etc.) for a holistic immersive experience.

Project Documentation Link: http://torilynnsmith.com/no-worries

Dialogue Sample: JavaScript

Developed an automated, interactable phone text messaging simulation element, playable in the

browser on mobile, tablets, and desktop. Used HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to start a 15-minute

countdown timer and auto-send NPC text messages at preset times. Player can type out any response,

but upon sending, the sent message text autocorrects to “No Worries”.

Web Texting Element: https://torilynnsmith.github.io/No-Worries-Web/

Mobile Demo JavaScript Data File Sample
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Puzzle Dependency Chart: Escape Room Environmental Storytelling

In a departure from typical escape room design, players are not required to complete puzzles to have a

successful experience. Puzzles are integrated through foundational tidying and decorating cozy game

mechanics, interacting with the environment to “unlock” narrative content. The following puzzle solution

flowchart created in Miro outlines the critical path for exploring the environment and solving the end

game puzzle.
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PROJECT 5: TOCHE THESPIANS: A MUSICAL THEATER KID RPG (TTRPG)

Project Summary

● A 4-6 player musical theater tabletop roleplaying game. Developed for ZineQuest 2022 and

shipped Spring 2023, fully funded in 36 hours and raise five times the original goal. Features 15

tracks of original music.

● Gameplay Focus: Using the Apocalypse World engine, three to five Players and one Drama Club

Director play through four acts over the course of a high school musical: Auditions, Rehearsal,

Opening Night, and the Cast Party. In each act, players are encouraged to follow the drama of

the scenes and inspire each other to burst out into improvised songs.

● Writing Focus: Created a genre-heavy, short tabletop gaming experience that draws heavily upon

drama kid and musical theater references in tone and appearance.

● Role: Writer, Designer, Layout Editor, Graphic Artist. Collaborated with musical improvisers and

pianists in the NYC area to create an accessible introduction to musical improv via TTRPGs.

Full Game Link: https://worldwideblonde.itch.io/toche-thespians

Character Sheet Samples

Character Headshots by Eugene An
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CONTACT

Tori Smith

Website: http://torilynnsmith.com

Itch Page: https://worldwideblonde.itch.io

Social Media

Twitter: @worldwideblonde, https://twitter.com/WorldWideBlonde (600 Followers)

Instagram: @worldwideblonde, https://www.instagram.com/worldwideblonde/ (4K Followers)

TikTok: @worldwideblonde, https://www.tiktok.com/@worldwideblonde (65K Followers)
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